Clock Drawing Test

Patient’s Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________
Scoring Method 4: Freeman et al. (1994)

Numbers
1) Numbers 1-12 only without additions or omissions ___/1
2) Arabic characters ___/1
3) Written in correct order ___/1
4) No rotations of paper while drawing numbers ___/1
5) Correct position of numbers ___/1
6) All numbers included inside circle ___/1

Subtotal ___/6

Hands
7) Clock has 2 hands or marks ___/1
8) Hour target indicated ___/1
9) Minute target indicated ___/1
10) Hands in correct proportion ___/1
11) No superfluous marking ___/1
12) Hand joined or within ¼ of joining ___/1

Subtotal ___/6

Centre of clock
13) Clock has a centre—either drawn or inferred ___/1

Subtotal ___/1

Total ___/13 (Cut off score 12)